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you are free to use, modify, and/or redistribute this program
and its source code, subject only to the following
conditions: you may not distribute this program or its
source code. you may not use this program to build
software for users other than yourself. you may not alter or
remove any trademark, copyright, or other notice from this
program or its source code. the use of third-party products
and services is governed by their respective licenses and
policies. the authors make no claims and accepts no liability
for the content of this product. the authors cannot be held
responsible for any damage, loss, or liability caused by the
use of this product. please contact the authors and their
distributors if you have any questions. the bde installer for
rad studio (bde-rad) is a small application that lets you
create and deploy bde applications to microsoft windows.
the application is a component of the free pascal compiler
distribution. the bde installer for rad studio is not a
standalone product. it is included with the free pascal
compiler and is used to create, test and prepare an installer
that will prepare the free pascal compiler itself. the bde
installer for rad studio does not contain pascal source code
or makefiles. it is meant to be used by free pascal
developers to create an installer for the compiler and its
supported components. the application itself is designed for
developers and not for general users. the build interface is
shown in the lower left area of the figure. it allows you to
build the compiler, its components and the bde
applications. it is divided into three main tabs: compiler,
modules and bde.
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Today, there are still plenty of database types you can
connect to, though most of the databases that you might be

using now were unknown to Windows or early database
developers, so the default BDE setup shipped with Delphi
didn’t have support for any of them. Also, the interface

shipped with the BDE came from a large and growing stack
of components, which was always changing. So, there was

always a reason to keep that interface (or need for a
database interface at all, since you would need another to

add a new database server). In recent years, many
database types, as well as databases themselves, have
matured significantly. The BDE has also matured in a
similar manner. Most of the BDE components are now
completely open source and are considered to be fully

functional, with no development work from Borland at all.
This has meant that most database types have moved away

from the built-in BDE. A database type like Oracle 8i (or
another database from Oracle) is almost certainly not

compatible with Borland’s BDE, since the code for the BDE
has diverged so widely and some of it is even closed

source. This means that you will need to find new database
drivers for them. There is no point in supporting Borland’s
BDE, and one of the reasons the BDE has been relicensed

as Open Source is the various database providers migrating
to the new version. The database support in the BDE is now

part of a more general set of drivers and can be used
across multiple vendors. UniDAC was first released in 1999,

so it was a database-centric.NET component that gives
great performance to developers who are building cross-

platform database applications. UniDAC was built on a well-
tested database access layer that was designed to support
most popular database drivers from most major vendors.
The basic database access layer was licensed as a free
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product and was developed by using a custom technology,
before Borland acquired it. 5ec8ef588b
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